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Imprivata to strengthen Identity and Access Management Platform for the enterprise
Lexington, Mass.— Imprivata®, the leader in digital identity company for healthcare, today announced
the acquisition of GroundControl Solutions, Inc., a leader in cloud-based automation software for
provisioning shared mobile devices. The combination of Imprivata and GroundControl innovations will
advance the proliferation of Digital Identity Authorisation and Access Management solutions and services
for mobile devices in healthcare. It will accelerate the development of new capabilities on fleets of
enterprise mobile devices for large and small enterprises.
GroundControl helps regulated industries enhance their current mobile device management (MDM) to maintain
the highest standards for provisioning, asset management, privacy, and security. GroundControl solutions
have been used to support more than 1,000,000 devices at global corporations, including hospitals, retail
outlets, and airports, across 82 countries worldwide.
“We are excited about the quality of people, solutions, services, and customer base this acquisition
brings to Imprivata,” said Gus Malezis, President and CEO of Imprivata. “As we continue to expand our
mobile device offerings, GroundControl will be a central component of Imprivata’s go-forward mobile
strategy."
“Due to the positive impact on productivity, cost, and security, the use of shared mobile devices has
significantly increased, especially in healthcare,” said Aaron Freimark, CEO of GroundControl. “By
combining forces with Imprivata, we can tap into industry-leading capabilities and resources to provide a
powerful and complete identity lifecycle solution for customers around the world.”

About Imprivata
Imprivata®, the digital identity company for healthcare, provides identity, authentication, and access
management solutions that are purpose-built to solve healthcare’s unique workflow, security, and
compliance challenges. Imprivata enables healthcare securely by establishing trust between people,
technology, and information across the increasingly complex healthcare ecosystem. For more information,
please visit Imprivata (http://www.imprivata.com).
About GroundControl
GroundControl creates powerful automated solutions for managing mobile devices in modern enterprises.
Specialising in Apple iPhone and iPad, the software helps regulated industries enhance their current MDM
to maintain the highest standards for provisioning, asset management, privacy, and security.
GroundControl Solutions was founded in 2014, with headquarters in New York City. To learn more, visit
GroundControl (http://www.groundctl.com).
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For more information please visit: Imprivata (http://www.imprivata.co.uk)
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